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The Kirchenstück is mentioned by name in official documents predating the

Thirty Years War. Situated at an elevation of 150 meters on a plateau

between two churches, it overlooks H.O.’s hometown. Its Pliocene soils are

interwoven with banks of limestone, with temperatures a bit higher than in

our sites in Mölsheim and Flörsheim thanks to the cauldron-like shape of the

Hohen-Sülzen site. The soft, calcareous stone of the upper soil provides an

excellent nutritional supply despite an extremely calcareous substrate. This

Spätburgunder is grown on our oldest vine stands. Its yields are

correspondingly small, producing deep, concentrated wines. Characterized by

its complex fruit and spicy earthiness, the Kirchenstück is accessible starting

in youth, yet promises immense maturation potential over time. The grapes

are selectively hand harvested, wild fermented with their own yeast and

mature for almost two years in once-used French barrique.  

Shades of dark ruby flow into the glass, releasing a wave of dark aromas.

Dark berries, black currant and damson plum are underscored with an earthy

and spicy foundation. A bit of forest floor, as well as dark spice such as

cardamom and allspice, laurel and juniper and even smoky overtones mingle

together to form a picture of a powerful and grounded Spätburgunder. Taut,

youthful tannins emerge at the first sip, establishing a fine-grained

framework. The deep, extract-rich fruit steps back to make room for an

herbal spice and earthy character, as well as the subtle and supportive

nuances of barrel aging. Despite its dark nature, it is refreshingly clear on the

palate, with a lively juiciness, mouthwatering phenolic and pulsating

minerality flowing together into the cool, fruity finish. 

CAPACITY

0,75 L

ALCOHOL

12,5 % VOL.

ACIDITY

6,7 G/L

CLOSURE

CORK

SWEETNESS

0,4 G/L

GRAPE VARIETY

SPÄTBURGUNDER

CONTAINER SIZE

BARRIQUE

BIO

✓


